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Recently， a remarkable finding has been done by Bailey et al.[I].百leyidentified a noncubic 
network morphology， the Fddd (070) structure in poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethyleneoxide) (ISO) 
triblock copolymers. Epps et al. confirmed that the 070 phase is an equilibrium phase in triblock 
copolymers[3， 4]. Tyler et al. studied the phase behavior of triblock copolymers by using SCFT[5]. 
百lecalculated phase diagram is quite similar to that of ISO and the 070 phase is found to be located 
between gyroid， lamellae， and altemating gyroid phases as an equilibrium phase. Tyler et al. also 
found the 070 phase between gyroid， lamellae， and cylinder phases with SCFT calculation although the 
region of the 070 phase is limited within quite a narrow temperature region[5]. We， thus， studied the 
phase behavior of poly(styrene-b-isoprene) by using small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and 
transmission electron microscope (TEM) in detail. 
2 Experimental 
We studied an isoprene-rich S-I diblock copolymer. The S-I used here has volume fraction of 
isoprenejト，=0.638，the weight-averaged molecular weight Mw=2.64x104 and the heterogeneity index 
MJ川戸 1.02.The S-I was synthesized by an anionic polymerization method. SAXS experiments were 
conducted on BL-15A at KEK， Japan. We observed the morphology of the S-I diblock copolymer with 
a transmission electron microscope (JEM-2000EX， JEOL Co.， Ltd). 
3 Results and Discussion 
Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of azimuthally-averaged SAXS profiles of the S-1. At 
230・C，a broad peak is observed which corresponds to disordered phase. Below 170・C，several distinct 
peaks appear in the profiles， indicating that the S-I is in its ordered state. Except for T=160・C，and 
T=135・C，the peak positions at the other temperatures coincide each other. In the case ofT=150oC， the 
SAXS peaks are located at q/qm = 1， 1.22， 1.56， 1.72， 1.81， 1.94，2，2.18，2.29，2.49，2.75，2.93，3. This 
series of peaks suggests that the lattice structure of the S-I is an orthorhombic.百lepeak positions of 
orthorhombic lattices are calculated by 
qhkl = 2π[h21α2+ K-lb2+ z2lc2]12， 、 ? ，?? ? ?? ， ? 、
where a， b， and c are unit cel parameters and h， k， and l are Miller indices for a， b， and c， respectively. 
We estimated (α:b:c) = (l :2.02:3.47) and the MilIer indices indicated by arrows in Fig.1. These peaks 
agrees with those for 070 structures.τbese agreements suggest that the S-I diblock copolymer forms 
070 structures. Although we do not show here， TEM observation also confirmed that the obtained 
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structure correspond to 070. At 137.50C， the peak 
positions ratio of the SAXS profile are 1， 2， and 3 
suggesting that the S-I diblock copolymer melt 
forms lamellar structurse at this temperature. A 
strange feature appears in SAXS profiles at 1650C 
and 160oC. The second peak position splits into two 
peaks at q/qm = 1.22 and 1.14， while the higher order 
peaks agrees with the peaks observed at 150oC， 
1700C and 1720C. Since gyroid structures has a 
second peak at q/qm = 1.15， the coexistence of gyroid 
and 070 structures is one of the possible reason of 
these peaks. However， we can not observe the higher 
order peaks originating from gyroid structures. Thus 
we can not identify definitively the structures 
present in this temperature region. This point will be 
addressed in future work. Final1y， we plotted the 
points of 070 structures in the phase diagram 
obtained by Khandpur et al[2]. We used the 
following temperature dependence of χparameter 
reported in their paper: 
χ=71.4/T -0.0857. (2) 
The 070 region is located between Lamellar， Gyroid 
and HPL regions. This location of the 070 region 
agrees with the SCFT phase diagram obtained by 
Tyler et al[5]. According to the SCFT phase diagram， 
we anticipate that the S-I withfbeing slight1y larger 
than 0.64 exhibits gyroid-070-1amelar transition 
with decreasing temperature. We will investigate 
the phase diagram around J=O.64 in detail and 
confirm the regions of the 070 structures and the 
order-order transition between the morphologies. 
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Figure 1. Azimuthally-averaged SAXS profiles 
for S-I at various temperatures. Indices of SAXS 
profile for 170・C are calculated for Fddd 
structures with unit latice cel constant. The 
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Figure 2. Phase diagram of S-I diblock 
copolymers. Open square， filed triangle， and 
cross symbols correspond to disordered state， 070 
紺uctureand lamellar structures， respectively. 
Open triangle， corresponds to the coexistence of 
gyroid and 070 structures. Adapted from 
Khandpur et al.f21 
